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BRATTON  PRIMARY  SCHOOL 

 
 Learn - Have Fun – Succeed  
 Headteacher: Mr Ian Bolton 

Carpenter’s Lane, Bratton, Westbury, Wiltshire,  BA13 4RL 

Dear parents and families,  

 

Welcome back to term 4. We are half way through the school year and, with the children aware of their 

personal goals outlined in their reports, I am looking forward to seeing their enthusiasm and progress 

moving forward through the term.  

 

Throughout last term, in school and class assemblies, we have discussed how our actions can cause a 

'ripple effect'. The children therefore reflected on the potential positive and negative impacts their 

behaviour can have in the school community around them. For example, a simple 'good afternoon' or 

helping someone to pick up something they have dropped, can lead to ripples of positivity spreading 

throughout the school and can make a big difference to somebody's day. The children have reflected, 

during assemblies, on what it means to be 'radiators' and what it takes to be a part of a community. For 

Bratton Primary School, this includes: lining up and walking around school sensibly and calmly, saying 

good morning and good afternoon, having manners and showing respect to all at Bratton Primary 

school, and supporting each other. During this term, Giraffe class will continue to think about the ripple 

effect and the children will reflect on what being a 'radiator' means to them.     

 

In Maths this term, the children will start by recapping place value in 3 digit numbers, before moving 

their understanding of this forward. This will include: finding 10 and 100 more or less than any given 

number, identifying, representing and estimating numbers using different representations and solving 

number problems and practical problems involving these ideas. We will then move on to studying 

statistics, where the children will interpret and present data using bar charts, pictograms and tables, 

before solving questions using information presented in these various formats. We will then move on to 

multiplication and division. We will be recapping our multiplication and division facts for the 3s and 4s 

before moving on to the 8 times table and using the grid method to multiply 2 and 3 digit numbers by a 

1 digit number. We will then progress to a written method to solve division questions and will solve 

missing number problems. Lastly, we will be revisiting a core skill. The children will be estimating and 

reading time to the nearest minute, and comparing the duration of events. Throughout this term, the 

children will also be taking the skills they learn in these areas and applying them to different contexts 

and word problems. To aid this work, please do continue to practice the children's timestables with them 

at home. In year 3, these are the 2s, 5s, 10s, 3s, 4s and 8 times tables.   

 

In English this term, the children will be learning about two genres: Letter writing and Non-

Chronological reports. The children will start by reading and responding to their letters from their pen 

pals in Cologne, Germany. After this, they will look at different types of letters, before focusing on and 

writing letters of complaint using formal and persuasive language. We will then move on to Non-

Chronological reports. The children will learn about the features of reports, how to research and take 

note of relevant information, before writing Non-Chronological reports. Through these genres they will 

develop their writing skills, but also their GHaSP (grammar, handwriting, spelling, punctuation) skills.  
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This term we will be continuing our class novel of 'Five on a Treasure Island'. The children have 

thoroughly enjoyed this book so far and are looking forward to finding out what is going to happen. I 

would like to take this opportunity to re-emphasise the importance of continuing to read with your child 

once a day and writing in their reading records. The children can also write in their own reading records 

to document when they have read to themselves and should be encouraged to write their opinion on 

what they have read too. Please also ensure the children bring in their reading books and reading records 

to school daily as it is important that we can check for messages, find out what the children are reading 

and also comment when we read with the children. The children's reading has all been re-assessed with 

the Oxford Reading Scheme and they are all aware of their current levels. The children will work on one 

book at their assessed level, and to extend them will take one book of the next level up to be read to and 

with them at home.  

 

This term, we are starting our new topic of Rivers. The children will start by using a map to locate and 

name the main rivers of the United Kingdom. They will then study the water cycle and the journey of a 

river from its source to the sea. In this, they will learn about the developmental stages of a river and its 

features. Additionally, the children will learn about reservoirs, water being delivered to our houses and 

using water wisely.  Other areas of the curriculum will be taught around the topic of Rivers this term. In 

ICT, the children will use Google Earth to locate and follow rivers. They will then recap about 

researching on the internet safely, before learning how to use PowerPoint to produce a presentation on a 

famous river. In Design Technology this term, the children will learn about different mechanisms for 

movement, before making an interactive book based on a river animal.  Music this term will see the 

children continue to explore and develop playing skills through the glockenspiel. This will include 

looking at and understanding musical notation, improvising music and composing a simple song to be 

played on the glockenspiel, using the correct musical notations.  

 

In Science, the children will be continue to learn about forces and magnets. They will explore the two 

poles of a magnet and how magnets can attract or repel each other. They will work scientifically by 

sorting materials into whether they are magnetic or not and testing to find out which is the strongest 

magnet. They will also design a magnetic game in groups.  

 

In RE this term, the children will be learning about Christianity and the Easter Story. They will do this 

by answering the question, 'What is good about Good Friday.' They will discuss the significance of the 

bread and the wine during The Last Supper', discuss questions, such as' If Jesus knew what was going to 

happen, why did he not run away?' and know and write about key days in the Easter story, such as 

Maundy Thursday.  

 

The children's weekly homework will continue to be given out on a Thursday and will be due in on the 

following Tuesday. PE lessons will remain on a Wednesday and Thursday so please ensure your child 

has their PE kits in school on these days. This terms topic will again be hockey with Miss Wozniak and 

then Dance with myself. While the weather remains cold, please ensure that your child has a school 

jumper and a coat with them every day, as well as a warmer PE kit for outdoor PE.  

 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

 

Regards, 

 

Mrs. Hannah Stewart, Mrs Sarah Smith, Mrs Kim Harvey, Miss Nicola Shaw 

Giraffe Class team.  
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